MANIFESTO

I, Rituraj Bagade (17D170008), contesting for the post of Sports Secretary Of Hostel Two would propose to do the following if elected:

Initiatives:

- **Conduct informal events** as much as possible to increase the interaction between seniors and juniors.
- We will start **practice sessions and team meets** much earlier than usual and **will find the best players** among the freshies.

Roll in GCs:

- Make a **database** of the participating players (phone, room, etc) for the **ease of communication** and ensure that it is updated regularly.
- Organize **team meets, practice sessions** and **fair trials** a fortnight prior to the main event, with maximum participation in trials.
- Ensure that all the **necessary equipments** are available throughout the year especially at the time of practice sessions and the main event.
- Publicize the events through notice boards, facebook pages, whatsapp group before each event.
- Encourage **participation** of people in **Crossy GC** and for **cheering** in other GC matches.
- Ensure that **refreshments, first-aid, etc** are provided during and after the GC events.

Duties as Council Member:

- **Participate** in the **social events** like PAF, Valfi, Fun2shh, etc to the best of my capabilities.
- Keep the **canteen expenses** under check by **active monitoring**.

Maintenance:

- Regularly check the sports register on a **fortnightly basis** to keep track of each item.
- Maintain the **indoor game facilities** in the **lounge** (TT, carrom) **and pool room**, repair the **foosball table** and see to it that the required equipments are **easily available** in **proper condition**.
- Will ensure that all the equipments list be pasted on almirah for the **convenience**.
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• Will keep checking the **grounds** (football, volleyball, cricket) and the **floodlights** on regular basis and ensure their **well-maintenance**.

**Intra-Hostel Events:**

• Organize **various sports events** throughout the year to maintain a healthy and jolly environment in the hostel such as **Inter batch** competitions

• Will push for **intra hostel events to be held before GC** so that we can identify the best players to represent us in GC.

• Will give in extra efforts for the practice sessions in sports where the team is lagging behind like football.